
VI EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS

VI.I INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we present a calculation of dimer intensities obtained in
supersonic expansions. There are two possible limiting considerations; the
dimers observed are already present in the source, in thermodynamic equili-
brium, and are accelerated in the expansion. Destruction during acceleration is
neglected, as are processes leading to newly formed dimers. On the other hand
one can apply a kinetic approach, where formation and destruction processes
are followed throughout the expansion. The difficulty of this approach stems
from the fact that the density, temperature and rate constants have to be known
at all distances from the nozzle (ref. 1).

We first have adopted the simple point of view and have compared the
measured dimer intensities (ref. 2, ch. Ill and IV) with the equilibrium concen-
tration in the source. The comparison is performed under the assumption that
the detection efficiency for dimers is twice the detection efficiency for mono-
mers. The factor two stems from the enhanced ionization efficiency for the
loosely bound van der Waals complex. Possible differences in detector trans-
mission and multiplier yield are neglected. The source equilibrium calculation
leads to agreement with observation within a factor three for Ar, Ne, and H2.
For the diatomic species N2 and NO the observed dependence of the dimer
concentration on the stagnation pressure disagrees with the simple equilibrium
theory, although the overall temperature dependence follows rather well the
equilibrium predictions. In the last section we discuss the experimental evi-
dence against the simple point of view that the dimers of the onset region are
formed in the source already, under equilibrium conditions. Although this
"source equilibrium theory" leads to semiquantitative agreement with the
experimental results, the discussion indicates strongly that the observed dimers
are formed downstream the nozzle. We are aware that neither a source- nor a
downstream equilibrium approach gives an adequate description of the proper-
ties of a molecular beam which develops from a hydrodynamical flow into a free
particle stream. Nevertheless, it appears that the source equilibrium gives the
right dimer fraction within an order of magnitude, or even better for the noble
systems. The larger discrepancy found for the diatomic systems, can be ex-
plained by downstream equilibrium, i.e. postfabrication. However, for Ne this
leads to unphysically low forming temperatures of the dimer. In spite of this,
equilibrium theory can be used as a predictor and helps to elucidate the dimer
formation process.

We have not attempted to interprete our data on clusters heavier than
dimers, because we know that the cluster ion signals do not correspond uniquely
to neutral clusters. At the same time, occurrence of larger clusters destroys the
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direct correspondence of the dimer ion signal and the neutral dimer, too.
As an exception, the He,+ signal is interpreted in the onset region as

originating from a neutral He, (ref. 3. ch. V). In the next section an equilibrium
calculation for a He trimer is given, too.

The starting point for all calculations is (ref.4)

n;/n' = (T))' (VI.l)

Here n, (n,) stands for the number density of the monomer (dimer), z,(T) =
Z,(T.V)/V ( z,(T) = Z,(T,V)/V ) where Z,(T.V) (Z,(T.V)) stands for the cor-
responding one particle partition function at temperature T ; V is the volume
occupied by the gas. The equation is based upon ..chemical" equilibrium
between monomers and dimers; implicitely it is assumed that the mixture of
monomers and dimers can be treated as a mixture of two perfect gases. Eq. VI. 1
implies that n2ln] is a function of temperature only. Thus, n2 is proportional to
the squared source pressure PQ in the limit of low dimer concentration. Experi-
mentally we found this pressure dependence for Ar2, Ne2, and (H,)2 in the beam
(ch. IlÜV).

For mixed dimers one derives with K=n;/n.,inh
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The first factor on the right hand side represents the translational part of the
partition function; the second factor contains the allowed dimer vib-rot-levels
ev j ; the third and fourth factor reflect the rotation of the constituent monomers.
If other degrees of freedom are thermally excited, like the low lying electronic
level of NO, extra factors of similar structure have to be added to the right hand
side of eq. VI.2..

The summations have to be performed under the restriction

£v.j + Ja • G'a + O- Ba + j b -(Jb + O- Bb < 0
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In eq. VI.2 mB and m"b» stand for the mass of the constituent monomers, Ba and
Bb for their rotational constants, with corresponding quantum numbers j a and
j h . It is assumed that the consituents can rotate freely (ref.5), and that their
rotational states do not affect the dimer levels evè . In the high temperature limit
the rotational partition functions of both constituents Zrola and ZroIb

are equal to kT/BB and kT/Bh, respectively. Except for H2, this high tempera-
ture limit is applicable to the description of our experiments for diatomic
molecules. If a = b, eq. VI.2 reduces to a special case of eq. VI. 1.

For the monoatomic systems the third and fourth factor are equal to unity.
In that case the second factor has been evaluated semiclassically (ref. 6). One
obtains for a Lennard Jones 12-6 interaction potential and for kT>.5e (ref. 7)

n. /n,2 =1.78 Rm
3 (kT/e)-'.* G(Tk«A) (VI.4)

with G(x) = 1 + .254/x + .057/x2 + .0107/x'; e and Rm represent the well depth
and the position of the potential minimum.

In general, eq. VI.2 must be calculated numerically, because of the coupled
summations due to eq. VI.3.

V1.2 EQUILIBRIUM THEORY FOR THE DIMER FRACTION OF INERT GAS SYSTEMS

In fig. VI. 1, exp(e0,0/kT) times the internal partition function Z, <inI is given
for Ar2. as a function of temperature,with Z:,inI = 2exp(-evj/kT). Because of
symmetry only even values of j are taken into account in Z2ïim (ref. 8). The
steep increase at low temperatures reflects the exponential exp(E0,0/kT). At high
temperatures, Z2^int levels off because all stable states become occupied with
equal probability.

Fig, VI. I. The internal partition f unction
for Arz, 2;>l„, multiplied by
exp (Eo.o'kT), vs. temperature.

ID'

For Ar2 the energy levels ev

w
temperature (K)

are calculated using spectroscopical con-
stants given by Doeken and Schafer (ref, 9), who determined the constants for
an interaction potential of Ar2, obtained from differential cross section measu-
rements by Pearson et al. (ref. 10), The level scheme is in agreement with UV
absorption measurements of Tanaka and Yoshino (ref. 11); as discussed by
LeRoy (ref. 12). :
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For Ne, similarly spectroscopical constants from Tanaka et al. (ref. 13)
have been used. For (H,): the energy levels are calculated from a Lennard Jones
12-6 potential (ref. 14). Similarly, we could have used the high pressure infrared
absorption data of Watanabe and Welsh (ref. 15), as analysed by Gordon and
Cashion (ref. 16). Both level schemes yield practically indistinguishable parti-
tion Functions.

The energy levels used are tabulated in appendix Al.
In all cases metastable dimers are neglected (eq. VI.3). They are assumed

to dissociate before or during detection.
Mixed dimers of the Ne isotopes are observed, i.e. 2llNe'2Ne. From statis-

tical symmetry arguments (ref. 8) their relative abundance compared to "°Ne, is
expected to be twice the relative abundance of "Ne in 20Ne. This is confirmed
by experiment.

When calculating the partition function the ortho-para species of H, have
been taken into account. Above 100 K higher rotational states of H, become
populated. Because the rotational energy of an excited H2 molecule exceeds the
binding energy of a dimer by an order of magnitude, we discard the excited
molecules in eq. VI.2 according to eq. VI.3.

10* temperature I')

temperature (K)

Fig. VI.2 The equilibrium constant Ko

vs. temperature for Ar (a) and Ne (b).
Also shown are the, values for Kobs at
different source temperatures'. The open
circles represent the values for Ko from
eq. VIA _

103

temperature (K)

Fig. Vi.3. The equilibrium constant Ka

vs. temperature for H2.
At temperature between 10 K and 100 K
one finds Ko ~T~3/2; Ko falls off more
rapidly above 100 K because of excita-
tion of higher rotational states of the mo-
nomers. A single value for Kobs is given
at each source temperature, in good
agreement with Ko. '
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In fig. VI.2 we compare the calculated Ko with experimental valui s Kuhs for
Ar and Ne; Ko = n,/n? is taken at source temperature T„, K„hs = :i,/l,)/2n,,
where I,/I, stands for the experimental ratio of dimer and monom r intensity
(see ch. Ill and IV); n, = P0/kT0 is the number density of the monomer in the
source at pressure Po and temperature To; the factor 2 compensates approxima-
tely for the larger detection efficiency of the dimer with respect to that of the
monomer. Besides our own calculation of Ko the semiclassical results of Sto-
grynand Hirschfelderl eq. VI.4) are displayed in fig. VI.2. The simple eq. VI.4,
thus, yields good agreement for Ne and Ar.

We find Kohs = 2 K() for Ar and Kohs =* 3 K« for Ne.
The calculated values of Ko for H, are displayed in fig. VI .3, together with our

experimental values Kohs , taken from ch. IV. The experimental values are
lower than the calculated ones generally, Koh, ~ 0.8 Ko.

Possible formation of a stable He, (ref. 17,18) has become a much discussed
question recently. If there exists a bound state at all, its energy would be e() ,,/k =
- 0.1 K, at maximum. In the calculation of Ko this binding energy can be
neglected compared to the thermal energy kT0 (To = 7K used in our experiment,
ch. V). In fig. VI.4 the calculated equilibrium constant Ko is displayed. The
temperature dependence is purely translational, Ko ê  To"1 -5. The experimental
results show no quadratic pressure dependence at all. Therefore, a range of
experimental Kobs is shown in fig. VI.4; the values even at high pressures are
far too low compared to Ko.

In fig. VI.4 the result for a supposed He, is shown, too, K, = n,/n^2oT~3.
temperature IK )

Fig. VIA. The equilibrium constant vs.
temperature for the smallest He cluster.
The left part of the figure corresponds to
the dimer calculation with KO~T-3'2.
The experimental points KO[,S are pres-
sure dependent and far too low. The mo-
nomer density n, in the source is indica-
ted in amagat. The right part corres-
ponds to the trimer calculation, with
KU~T-3. The experimental Kj7„bs, in
fair agreement with K3, assume a single
value for all sourc iressures of interest.



Again, a single bound state with negligible binding energy is assumed, in accor-
dance with the theoretical prediction of ref. 19. Experimentally, the He,+ signal
is proportional to the third power of the source pressure, P,). Therefore, all our
K, otv. condense into one single point, if we take a He trimcr as being responsa-
blefor the observed He,+ signal. Here. K.,,llbs is defined as K,<l)b, = (l,/I,)/3n;
with n, = P„/kT„. The experimental intensity ratio for He,+ and He+, I,/I,, is
divided by a factor 3 to compensate approximately for the larger ionization
efficiency of the He trimer. The experimental K,.ohs is in fair agreement with
K,.

I

i

VI.3 EQUILIBRIUM THEORY FOR DIATOMIC SYSTEMS

For N-, and NO three important features are observed, I) the dimer inten-
sity is more than a factor 10 lower compared to Ar, 2) the quantity Kobs is
proportional to Tu~'\ with ö>2. whereas 6 ^ 1.7 has been found for Ar, Ne, and
H,, 3) Kobs does depend on the source pressure Po, whereas Kobs is pressure
independent for Ar, Ne, and H2. All three properties can be explained from one
single point of view, the rotational degree of freedom of the constituents of the
dimer.

According to eq. VI.3 only those states are taken into account in the
calculation of Ko for which the sum of the rotational energies and of the end
over end rotation does not exceed the binding energy for the different vibratio-
nal levels of the dimer.

The vibrational levels EV „ are approximated by a J.W.K.B. - calculation
for a Lennard Jones 12-6 potential with e and Rm taken from ref. 20. The
vibrational levels used are tabulated in appendix A 1. For all vibrational levels
the rotational constant of the dimer is taken at the equilibrium distance Rm , i.e.
Bv = fr/m,.R^ (m, equals the monomer mass). The monomer rotational
constant is taken from ref. 21.

The influence of these two approximations is tested for Ar, where Z2 from
the "exact" level scheme (ref. 9) is compared to Z2 for the J.W.K.B. approxima-
ted level scheme for a Lennard Jones 12-6 potential, with parameters E and Rm

from ref. 20. The resulting partition function Z2 is 40% lower for our approxima-
tion. If s/k for the Lennard Jones potential is taken equal to 140.8 K (ref. 9)
instead of s/k = 124 K (ref. 20), retaining a constant value of the reduced de
Broglie wavelength A* = h/Rm(m,E)', the difference between both partition
functions becomes 15%. This remaining difference is entirely due to the choise
of a single value for the dimer rotational constant B v , which is too large for high
vibrational levels (see appendix Al).

For N2 we tested the dependence of Z2 on the well depth E, increasing E/k =
91.5 K of ref. 20 also by 13% with constant A*; an increase in Z2 of 50% was
found at maximum. We estimate, therefore, that Ko, being calculated with E and
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Rm of ref. 20 could be 70% too small. In the following we will use this rather low
value of Ko only.

With the above mentioned assumptions we obtain values for K() which are
two orders of magnitude lower than n,/n^ calculated according eq. VI.4. The
resulting values are shown in fig. VI.5 for N2 and NO respectively.

The tremendeous influence of the rotational degree of freedom on the
equilibrium constant Ko is thus put into evidence.

Also displayed are values of Kobs for different densities n, = P0/kT() (n,
indicated in amagat). The discrepancy between Kl)hs and Ko is iarger than for
Ar and Ne; Kob, ĉ  10K0.

The general temperature dependence of Kobs is in reasonable agreement
with the temperature dependence of Ko, for instance for N2,K,,^T-3-6, see fig.
VI.5a.

The increase of Kobs with pressure indicates that the dimers are not
prefabricated in the source under equilibrium conditions, otherwise Kob, must
be pressure independent. We attribute the observed increase of Kl)hs with Po to
formation of dimers downstream the nozzle and to rotational cooling in the

10' 10 10

temperature [K]

Fig. VI.5. The equilibrium constant Ko vs. temperature for N2 (a) and NO (b).
The solid lines represent the calculated Ko. The stronger temperature dependence here, compared •
to fig. VI.2, is caused by the monomer rotational degree of freedom. The values of Kobs are given for
different n,, the monomer density in the source, indicated in amagat units, at four source temperatu-
res. Because the dimer intensity is not proportional to Pj, Kobs assumes different values at different
Po = n,kT0, for each To.
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expanding beam. This point will be discussed in the next section. Nevertheless,
the equilibrium theory is apparently capable to explain the gross features of our
observations.

. 1*,

.'9

I
VI.4. DISCUSSION

The agreement between source equilibrium calculations and the experi-
mental values for n,/nf is satisfying for Ar and Ne. The remaining discrepancy
amounts to K,,bs = 2K0 for Ar, and K1)hv ^ 3K0 for Ne. For dimers Milne and
Greene (ref. 1) have introduced an extra mass separation factor (a factor 2) to
deal with this discrepancy for Ar. We have investigated this mass separation on
a 1:3 mixture of Ar and Ne; no enhancement of Ar was found. This does not
entirely exclude mass separation for our actual 1:100 mixture of dimers and
monomers, but we do not believe in the magnitude of the effect assumed in
ref. 1.

1
r-S

I
a

3

101 10* 10
t e m p e r a t u r e (X)

Fig. VI.6. KfIK0 vs. temperature for N, (a) and NO (b).
The ratio Kf/K0 stands for the increase of the equilibrium dimer fraction in the isentropically
expanding beam with respect to the dimer fraction in the source. The arrows on the abscissa indicate
the four experimental source temperatures. As the expansion proceeds the beam temperature
becomes lower and the dimer fraction increases as shown. The experimental results Kobs /Ko are
indicated by the open circles,and labeled by the corresponding monomer densities in the source.
From these ratios one infers formation temperatures Kf which describe the observed dimer fractio-
ns, 30 K<Tf<l(X)K. For N2 the ratio Kf/K0, calculated according to eq. VI.6 with x = 7/X is
indicated by the dotted line.

1
=3
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On the other hand, it is clear from fig. IV. 1 and IV.2 that the monomer
intensity departs from the extrapolated straight line ~Pd of the onset region, at
such pressures where the dimers are observed. The origin of this deficiency may
be sought in a mass separation in the expanding beam. We have corrected for
this deficiency, using the extrapolated straight line values. The correction on
Kohs has negligible influence for Ar and Ne. For N, and NO it amount» to a
factor 1.5 at maximum; nevertheless, it does not bring the Kohs and Ko into as
close an agreement as found e.g. for Ar.

However, it is not necessary that the dimers observed are formed in the
source under equilibrium conditions, only. A cooling of all degrees of freedom
for monomers in a nozzle expansion has been observed many times (ref. 22). If
dimers are formed downstream the nozzle and if the beam temperature has
dropped before the dimer formation ends, one may expect dimer fraction quite
different from the equilibrium value in the source. Hagena (ref. 7) has discussed
such a "downstream equilibrium" and gives the variation of the equilibrium
dimer fraction with Tr, the temperature downstream the nozzle which determi-
nes the finally observed dimer fraction.
The expansion from To to Tf is assumed to be isentropic. For Ar and Ne one may
use eq. VI.4 to obtain

Kt = Ko. (T/ToM5-** )/ (2*-*> .G(kTf/e) / G(Tk<A), (VI.6)

where x is the specific heat ratio and Kf = [n2/n,]T|.. kT0/2P0. In the case of
noble gases v. = 5/3 and i>e second factor on the right hand side is equal to unity.
As G(x) is only a slowly varying function of x for x >.5, the dimer fraction is
rather insensitive to Tr. To achieve agreement between Kobs and Kf we must
assume a final temperature Tf, Tf 006OK for Ar, for all To between 120K and 300
K, independent of Po. For Ne the downstream equilibrium would lead to Tf < 20
K; for this low Tr our basic assumptions are not longer valid.

For Ar, Ne and H2 the close agreement between Kobs and Kr is caused by
the rather weak dependence of the dimer fraction on T f ; it does not prove that
the observed dimers are already formed in the source.

For H2 good agreement is found between Ko and Kobs . This stems from the
near independency of Kf on Tf for Tr > 10K, due to the small binding energy of
the H2 dimer levels. Thus, any Tf with 10 K<T f<T0 would fit to our measure-
ments.

For the diatomic systems N2 and NO the discussion of the experimental
results in the light of a source equilibrium theory is problematic, because the
dimer intensity is not found to be proportional to PQ. The value of Kobs changes
about a factor 2 for N2 (a factor 5 for NO) at fixed To, if the pressure Po is varied,
from the detection limit up to PL (see ch. Ill and IV). A large spread of
experimental points is caused by the pressure dependence, Kohs - P0 '5 for N2

and K o b s ~P 0 ' 8 forNO.
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As in the case of Ar and Ne, we have investigated the consequences of dimer |
formation downstream the nozzle. The new element for the diatomic molecules >|
is the strong influence of the rotational cooling on Z, in eq. V1.2. Using eq. VI.2 j |
one can derive a relation for K, for diatomic systems analogously to eq. VI.6. In I
fig. V! .6 calculated valuesfor Kf/K(1 are given for different source temperatures. j . |
Hagena. who has not expicitely taken into account the rotational cooling, finds a j |
behaviour completely different from our calculations for N, (see fig. VI.6). For | |
NO. the cooling of the electronic degree of freedom must also be taken into !|
account. The slightly larger temperature and pressure dependence of Koh, , as | |
displayed in fig. VI.6 is attributed to the electronic cooling. . !:|

In contrast to the noble systems the influence of Tf ow the dimer fraction is J|
very pronounced in the case of N, and NO due to the presence of internal I
degrees of freedom. The observed pressure dependence of KnlVi therefore u|
indicates strongly that the dimers are formed downstream the nozzle, at tem- f
peratures Tr between 30 K and 100 K (see fig. VI.6). I
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